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“I appreciate how this program felt tailormade for Autumn and myself right from
the beginning. We had meetings to figure
out what we wanted out of the program
and built responsibilities around that.
Charlene listened to us and got to know
us. This approach was strong and should
be used in the future, as no two emerging
artists are the same.” – Ben Sproule
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Tenor Ben Sproule, a university student in his final year at the time of the program, came to the
project with a background in Barbershop Singing. He was particularly interested in developing a
broad range of leadership skills within the vocal ensemble environment, including directing. In
his feedback at the end of the program he noted that:
• his directing skills were strengthened through coaching from the Artistic Director
• his leadership skills were developed through leading choir warmups
• his sight-reading and general musicianship grew as a result of the normal chorister
responsibilities
• the opportunity to run the tenor sectional online for Stephen Chatman pieces, in
preparation for recording, was a good experience
Although the pandemic curtailed a number of activities that were planned for the program, Ben
still felt that his primary goals were achieved.
In his closing summary notes, he writes, “It was great to meet everyone in the choir. Everyone
was very nice. I made new friends and was reacquainted with old friends. Thank you to the
board of the GCC for creating this program. Also, thank you to Charlene for being an excellent
mentor during this choral season.” – Ben Sproule
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“Having the opportunity to sing as
Guelph Chamber Choir’s alto soloist
for Messiah was an invaluable
experience and perfectly in line with
my career goals. It was such a treat
to sing my first Messiah in a nice hall
(River Run Centre) with a beautiful
orchestra.” – Autumn Debassige
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Alto Autumn Debassige, a classically-trained singer of First Nations heritage, sought to advance
her singing career through a variety of opportunities as part of the Emerging Artists program.
She was particularly interested in solo singing and conducting opportunities, as well as taking
leadership roles in rehearsal warmups. In her assessment at the end of the 2021-22 program,
she noted that:
• singing the alto solo for the Messiah performance was an invaluable experience and in
line with her career goals
• the opportunity to try her hand at conducting an adult ensemble for the first time
helped to develop and build confidence in her musical leadership skills.
• access to the network of the artistic director, Dr. Charlene Pauls, resulted in meeting
other professional musicians and led to new auditions and securing as position as a paid
alto chorister at St. John the Evangelist Anglican Church in Elora, Ontario
In summary, the program met her primary goals even though the pandemic restrictions
prevented opportunities to lead more vocal warm-ups and experience more conducting and
solo work.

